**Paper Air Planes**

**Supplies Needed:** One sheet of paper per person, writing utensils

**Number of People:** Any

**Directions:**

- Make sure every participant has one sheet of paper and a writing utensil. Ask them each to write their names and two questions down on the paper. You may want to specify that questions should not be too personal or uncomfortable, but this is up to your discretion.

- After each person has written down their name and questions, ask them to form their paper into a paper airplane of their choice.

- Start a timer and have everyone throw their airplanes around at the same time. While the timer is going, everyone should be picking up airplanes and throwing them again to move them around the room and mix all the papers together.

- Stop the timer and ask everyone to pick up one paper airplane that is not their own.

- Each group member should end up with a paper airplane in their hands. They must then find the original owner of the plane and ask them the two questions on their plane.

- Now that everyone has found the owner of their paper airplane and have asked them the questions, have each person come up individually and introduce the person to the group by reading the name on the plane and telling the group the questions and answers given by that person.